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What has inspired two watch veterans and 
ethusiasts to launch this ambitious project which 
is likely to become a new instant classic ?

Is it possible for a contemporary watchmaker 
to conceive something new and sophisticated 
in a field which has over 100 years with 
overcomplicated mechanics and near-impossible 
designs ?

The Dague is born in Morcote, a charming lakeside 
17th century village in Southern Switzerland, a 
country where the watchmaking tradition is part of 
its essence and just a few feet away from the water, 
swans and Mandarina ducks.
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The watch creators indicate some of its key 
features, like the coin-edge case, the movement 
with separate bridges, the Gilt sandwich dial and 
the hands, which give this watch its name.

The choice was for Titanium rather than steel as this 
has many advantages:

it is 45%  lighter;

it is nonpoisonous and biologically inert, so you 
cannot get a nickel rash on your wrist, nor any other 
metal skin contamination;

it will not oxidise, rust or degrade with sweat.
Titanium can withstand higher and lower 
temperature without breaking or deforming;

it is amagnetic, it will not magnetize and this 
improves accuracy in the presence of magnetic fields;

last, but not least, its darker metallic grey colour 
looks warmer, it polishes nicely and it complements 
better the galvanic dials.
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The sapphire see-through glass lets us gaze 
at the mechanics which powers the Dague, whose 
case shows a pleasantly proportionate thickness 
of only 11mm.
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These are exceptional quality hand-assembled 
movements first introduced in the early 1900 s̀, they 
are nicely thin 3.75mm, have six separate bridges, 
brass gaskets (chatons) on the rubies with steel screws 
to hold them in place, a nice and large bi-metallic 
balance wheel with compensating screws, a deep-blue 
Breguet hairspring and an open barrel-bridge. 

A true manufacture-grade movement with 
amazing looks which we have completely rebuilt 
and personalized.
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These are features that are not common 
on contemporary movements which tend to be  
smaller, to have fewer bridges and smaller 
balance wheels.  

The 60-plus hours of work necessary to restore 
each one movement are only justified by our 
unreasonable love for watches and the result is a hand 
finished, completely restored, attractive and 
qualitative movement.

As an example, we had to downsize the platine, the 
movement base-plate, on our watchmaker̀ s lathe, to 
the smallest possible size which is 16 lignes.



As these movements are on average a century old, 
we had to replace most of the rubies, of the balance 
axes, adjust the Breguet hairsprings, regulate 
the balance wheel̀ s adjustment screws and replace 
every part which showed signs of wear. The bridges 
are finished with “anglage”, the mirror-polishing of the 
edges, by hand, the old fashioned way.
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The platine has been “micro-billè”, or sand-blasted 
to an even matte finish, the bridges have “satinage” 
– satin finish – a finish grade which is refined, 
modern and quintessential.

Each movement has been timed and tested 
for 12 weeks
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The sandwich dial with large rounded roman numerals is an innovative design, it needs a more complex 
workmanship than an ordinary printed dial, the dial`s upper plate has the numerals cut out and it is bolted to 
the lower plate via three connecting  pins.



As the numbers of our production are very 
limited, each connecting pin is hand-turned on a 
watchmaker̀ s lathe and then hand polished.

The dial is not printed with “normal” paint as we 
meant it to have that special light you can get only 
with “galvanic” print.

Galvanic dials tend to have more of a shine because 
the color coating is a very thin and translucent 
layer which is not spray-painted, but is applied by 
electrolysis that deposits colored metallic molecules 
firmly onto the dial surface.

As each dials is hand-printed, even within the same 
colour range no two dials are the same.

The domed sapphire glass has an anti-reflective 
coating on the inside.
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The Dague is named after its hands which are 
easy to read, distinctive and good looking 
and whose design resembles a dague, ancient 
Romè s iconic legionnaire short sword.
The hands are a special order to our design, 
they are mirror diamond-polished and treated with 
SuperLuminova for a good night visibility.
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If yoù d like to see the Dague in person, and meet 
Andrea Marzari and Alessandro Poggi, feel free 
to contact us for an appointment to visit us in our 
workshop in Morcote.

Press Office: Cristina Fagioli 
M. +39 333 5459 999  cfagioli@t3specialwatches.com



Case
MATERIAL: GRADE 5 TITANIUM

DIAMETER: 41.4 MM ExcLUDING ThE cRowN

THICKNESS: 11 MM, GLASS INcLUDED

WATER RESISTANCE: 50 METERS

BEZEL FINISH: RoUD SATINAGE wITh 

MIRRoR-PoLIShED BEVEL

CARRURE FINISH: hoRIZoNTAL SATINAGE wITh 

MIRRoR-PoLIShED LUGS

CASEBACK FINISH: RoUND SATINAGE

CROWN: TITANIUM, wITh o-RINGS LocK

MANUAL wINDING, SEPARATE BRIDGES, 

BI-METALLIc oPEN BALANcE whEEL wITh 

coMPENSATING ScREwS AND BREGUET 

hAIRSPRING

FREQUENCE: 2,5 hZ – 18.000 ALT./ hoUR

DIAMETER: 16 LIGNES, 36,18 MM 

POWER RESERVE: 36 hoURS

BRIDGES: RhoDIUM PLATED, hAND FINIShED 

wITh SATINAGE AND ANGLAGE 

BASE PLATINE AND WHEEL BRIDGE: RhoDIUM 

PLATED AND MIcRo-BILLE’

Dial
Two-LAYERS SANDwIch wITh 3 hAND TURNED 

AND hAND PoLIShED coNNEcTING PINS

UPPER DISC: cUT oUT DRILLED AND “GILT” PRINTED

LOWER DISC: DRILLED, AND GALVANIc MIRRoIR 

TREATED

HANDS: cUT oUT, DIAMoND MIRRoR PoLIShED, 

wITh hAND APPLIED SUPERLUMINoVA® 

WRISTBAND: hAND-STITchED ALLIGAToR, 

MADE IN ITALY AND wITh cITES cERTIFIcATIoN 

LIMITED AND NUMBERED EDITION OF 50 TIMEPIECES
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PREss OFFICE: Cristina Fagioli
M. +39 333 5459 999  

cfagioli@t3specialwatches.com

t3specialwatches.com

Riveta Da La Tor 20 
6922 Morcote - switzerland
T +41 91 980 24 24




